To: Subscribers:
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPort
Other NWS partners and NWS employees

FROM: Allison Allen, Chief
NWS Marine, Tropical, and Tsunami Services Branch

SUBJECT: Network Maintenance on October 22, 2020, to Affect Dissemination of Tsunami Products

On October 22, 2020, NWS/NCO will be performing network maintenance, described in SCN 20-94:

This maintenance will cause an outage of a select set of products for 1 hour from 0630z to 0730z. NWS will not send a sub-set of products to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) during the outage. Users should be advised that alerts from the National Tsunami Warning Center and Pacific Tsunami Warning Center will not be disseminated over Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications Network (AFTN). In the event of Critical Weather Day (CWD), this maintenance will be postponed.

Tsunami products will be available on all other NWS dissemination systems including:

National Warning System (NAWAS)
Alaska Warning System (AKWAS)
Hawaii Warning System (HAWAS)
Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA), where applicable
NOAA Weather Radio (NWR)
Emergency Alert System (EAS)
Email subscription
Fax subscription
SMS subscription
Tsunami.gov
US National Weather Service Social media channel

For more information, please contact:
   Mike Angove
   NWS Tsunami Services Program Leader
   Silver Spring, MD
   301-427-9375
   Michael.Angove@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at:
https://www.weather.gov/notification/
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